
SAFER SPEED REVIEW Engagement

We’re reviewing speed limits on  
State Highways 5 and 30 and we want  
to hear what you think about speed on 
these roads.
 » Do the current speed limits feel safe, or not?

 » What parts of the road do you think are 
dangerous and why?

 » Is there anything you think we need to 
consider while we look at the speed limits?

Rotorua Old Taupo Road/ 
Hemo Road Roundabout
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK

Note: Statistics are correct at the tim
e they were pro

du
ce

d.
Between 2009 and 

2018, there were 629 
crashes, six people were 

killed and 26 were seriously 
injured on these roads. We 

need to do something to 
turn this around.
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(EXISTING 100)

Tell us how you feel about the 
speed limits on these roads



Location Current speed limit 
(km/h)

Average speed 
(km/h)

SH5 - 80m north of Malfroy Road (existing 
speed limit change point) to 275m south west 
of the centre of the SH5/SH30 Old Taupo 
Road/Hemo Road roundabout.

50, 80 46-50

SH5 - 275m south-west of the centre of the 
SH5/SH30 Old Taupo Road/Hemo Road 
roundabout (new speed limit change point) to 
493m south of Waipa State Mill Road. 

80, 100 70-74

SH30 - Centre of the SH5/SH30 Old Taupo 
Road/Hemo Road roundabout (existing speed 
limit change point) to 148m north of Alfred 
Road.

80, 60, 50, 70, 60, 70, 80 54-58

SH30 - 148m north of Alfred Road (new speed 
limit change point) to 140m north of Rotokawa 
Road (existing speed limit change point).

80 75-79

Speed limits on SH5 and SH30 are as high as 
100km/h but the average speeds are much lower.



WHAT WE KNOW
• These roads are used for everything from 

commuting to freight to tourism. There are a 
lot of logging trucks on some stretches and an 
increasing number of people cycling.  

• There is also development planned along these 
roads, which will make them even busier.  

• We have other projects in the area, including 
our work on the SH30 Eastern Corridor, and 
we will continue to keep you updated. We 
know there are other changes people want to 
see, like making some busy roads four lanes. 
Reviewing the speed doesn’t mean we can’t 
make other changes, but it is one of the best 
things we can do now to prevent deaths and 
serious injuries on these roads. 

• Our priority is to make this state highway 
network safer as soon as possible so that 
everyone living on, and using it, can get where 
they are going safely.

HAVE YOUR SAY
Locals know their roads, so we want to hear what you  
think about current speed limits. Feedback is open from  
Monday 13 July until 5pm Monday 10 August 2020.

You can provide feedback by:
• Visiting: nzta.govt.nz/BOP-speed-reviews 

• Emailing: bayofplenty.speed.reviews@nzta.govt.nz 

Speed review process
We’ll use the feedback we get during engagement to recommend what speed limits are best for these roads and  
then formally consult with you on our recommendations. The stages of the speed review process are:

SPEED REVIEW STARTS
Technical assessment of the road is carried out to find out 
about crash history, average vehicle speeds, volume of  
vehicles and development of surrounding areas. This helps 
to determine what safe and appropriate speeds should be.  

ENGAGEMENT
We talk to local communities and stakeholders to  
understand how the road is being used, any safety  
concerns and get feedback on speed limits.

FORMAL CONSULTATION
Changing a speed limit is a legal process, so this stage  
involves sharing a detailed proposal with people and asking 
for any additional information that might have an impact on 
the final decision.

NOTIFICATION OF SPEED LIMIT CHANGE Final decision is published on our website and the public  
is notified.

NEW SPEED LIMIT ON THE ROAD New speed limit signs installed on the road.

Feedback closes at 5.00pm on Monday 10 August 2020 
   nzta.govt.nz/BOP-speed-reviews           bayofplenty.speed.reviews@nzta.govt.nz

http://nzta.govt.nz/BOP-speed-reviews    

